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28' (8.53m)   2023   RYCK   280
Fort Lauderdale  Florida  United States

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer:RYCK
Engines: 1 Mercury Verado Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model:300HP Cruise Speed: 35 Knots
Engine HP: 300 Max Speed: 42 Knots
Beam: 9' 3" Cabins/Heads:1 / 1
Max Draft: 2' 2" Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Water: 19 G (71.92 L) Fuel: 66 G (249.84 L)

$184,900
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Data Sheet

Category: Walkarounds
Subcategory: Cuddy Cabin
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2023
Beam: 9'3'' (2.82m)
Max Draft: 2' 2'' (0.66m)
Min Draft: 1' 1'' (0.33m)
LOA: 28' (8.53m)
Cabins: 1
Single Berths: 2
Heads: 1

Maximum Speed: 42 Knots
Cruise Speed: 35 Knots
Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Hull Shape: Deep Vee
Bridge Clearance: 8'

Fuel Tank: 66 gal (249.84 liters)
Fresh Water: 19 gal (71.92 liters)
HIN/IMO: HANZ0099L223
Stock #: 157
In Stock: Yes

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
Mercury Verado
300HP
Outboard 4 Stroke
300HP
223.71KW
Fuel: Gas/Petrol
Hours: 40
Year: 2023
Location: Middle
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Summary/Description

SAVE THOUSANDS OFF BRAND NEW. THIS IS ONLY MONTHS OLD. FULL WARRANTY. Welcome to RYCK 280, the new
modern, Made in Germany. motorboat brand. RYCK 280 boats stand for dynamic design, the highest quality and, above
all, a great degree of flexibility to adapt to the needs of their owners.

SAVE THOUSANDS OFF BRAND NEW.  

THIS IS ONLY MONTHS OLD. 

FULL WARRANTY

Welcome to RYCK 280, the new modern, Made in Germany. motorboat brand. RYCK 280 boats stand for dynamic design,
the highest quality and, above all, a great degree of flexibility to adapt to the needs of their owners.

RYCK 280 motorboats are true all-rounders. A Super Value, Based on a super-hydrodynamic hull design. This is a Fast,
Dry, Great Handling Boat that is Perfect for a young family at a super reasonable price. Whether you take it swimming or
diving; visiting a waterside city, you are always well-equipped with a RYCK 280! 

Its modern, sporty look fits every occasion and guarantees you admiring looks. But the RYCK 280 is not just in a class of
its own aesthetically. It also sets standards in handling and safety, making it ideal for beginners large and small. A
smooth journey from start to finish. The brand belongs to Hanse Yachts AG, one of the largest series yacht builders in
the world.

This was the first one sold in the Western Hemisphere and has upgraded upholstery, low hours (45) and clear bottom
paint. Unfortunately, the owners are being transferred back to Europe. 

Save Thousands off of a brand new RYCK for one that is just a few months old. Low hours, Finished Cabin, Finished Head,
Bottom Painted. 

This boat is Fast and Dry!!!  

Handles like a dream. 

What a success for the RYCK 280!  

Winner of the Best of Boat Award for "Best for Beginners" 2022
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During the Salon Nautic de Paris 2021, the French magazine Moteur Boat chose the RYCK 280 as the winner of the "Boat
of the Year" award in the "Elegance" category.

"The new Ryck 280 marks the start of a new generation of walk-around boats that not only look good, but also have very
good handling characteristics. This means high seaworthiness, especially in difficult conditions."

Design

First impressions matter. Not just on a first date, but also when it comes to buying a boat. The design has to be right.
That's why Ryck engaged the renowned yacht designer Bill Dixon to develop the open RYCK 280, alongside Hanse’s own
in-house development team. 

The result is styling that will touch everyone. 

The reverse bow alone signals dynamism and sportiness, supported by the windshield and the black T-top, which shades
the stylish helm station. From here, the RYCK 280 is operated via touchscreen controls. Aft, in the large step less cockpit,
the open boat offers enough space for anglers, divers, and water skiers to store and deploy their gear or — in a different
layout — for families and friends to relax and sunbathe. Below deck is a luxurious, light-flooded cabin with a veritable
wet room, wardrobe and a double bed. Here, the raised foredeck creates a sense of space and volume. It makes the
RYCK 280 a fully-fledged weekender, ready for wonderful two- or three-day trips. 

By the way, you can visit any cruising ground you like, because the RYCK 280 is towable and can follow you wherever
you want to enjoy your next break.

Disclaimer

The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate
such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal
without notice.
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2023 RYCK 280  
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